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"Discover How To Make Money With A Specific Timber Investment"
Investors has an opportunity not just to go green, but also to diversify their Portfolio. Investors can really
Cash in on Growing Trees! Pierre Pienaar from Xcellence Wealth Creator created a new blog that will
keep you up-to-date news.
Oct. 19, 2009 - PRLog -- An Announcement from Xcellence Wealth Creation.
Entrepreneurs-cum-Investors looking for ethical investments can go green by putting cash in to a lucrative
forestry investment. Property investors are branching out in to timber management as both the potential
financial and ethical profits of eco-friendly investments become apparent.
Pierre Pienaar from Xcellence Wealth Creator created a new blog that will keep you up-to-date on all
important news and developments on The Princess Project Panama (PPP). A "Lucrative Socially
Responsible Investment”. A Blog to explore ways why paulownia will assist this community of Panama to
find new sources of income and ways to improve the quality of life for themselves and their families; assist
reforestation to make right where other projects failed; and at the same time bring you Healthy Income.
Panama, the Central American republic is a lucrative and safe location due to a strong economy, a
favourable tax regime and offshore banking attracting businesses from across the globe.
Investors has an opportunity not just to go green, but also to diversify their Portfolio. Investors can really
Cash in on Growing Trees!
The strategy is simple – put your money in to timber investment management with a partner in Panama.
Your partner looks after your investment by planting, thinning, harvesting and marketing your trees. A
qualified and reputable buyer is already secured.
By offering my clients opportunities, with my partners, in growth markets we have created a "safe haven"
for money in a time when many traditional investment vehicles are showing poor returns and the increase in
value of residential property cannot be relied upon.
This Princess Could Guarantee You 16.8% Net pa
Princess Project Panama (PPP): Starting @ $30,000 Investment that will bring you a very Healthy Passive
Income.
The Princess Project is a pioneering reforestation venture in central Panama.
500 hectares of land, currently used for cattle grazing, are being reforested with the fast growing tree
Paulownia Elongata (also known as Princess Tree or Empress Tree). Paulownia is a fascinating species;
believed to be the fastest growing hardwood in the world, it can be harvested 4-5 times in the space of just
one Teak harvest and it provides an array of environmental benefits, from soil regeneration to an
extraordinary rate of carbon dioxide uptake.
Where to put your roots down

Silva Tree decided on the Paulownia tree. Paulownia is by far the fastest growing hard wood tree in the
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world. Therefore, this means you can start to have commercial returns within three years! With traditional
trees such as Loblolly Pine, you are looking at growth circles of 25 to 50 years until you see any return.
With an extraordinary growth rate and huge air filtering leaves that convert carbon into oxygen at a higher
rate than almost any other tree, Royal Empress Trees are rapidly becoming an important part of the solution
to reducing our impact on the Earth.

* Environmental & humanitarian benefits
Your Investment will have the Opportunity To Help Reforestation and Bring in Such Needed Employment
for The Community.
Investors, who wish to align their principles with profit by investing in ethically minded products, are often
perceived as a periphery group, however in recent years SRI – Socially Responsible Investing – has
blossomed into an extremely viable and lucrative investment strategy.
At Xcellence Wealth Creator we only recommend projects and ventures with humanitarian, bio diversity
and environmental benefits. Tackling issues such as climate change, developing world poverty and
renewable energy, Xcellence Wealth Creator seek to show that helping the planet and making money can
go hand in hand.
Our objective is to create a diversified investment portfolio that generates strong returns on invested capital
while delivering meaningful and measurable environmental benefits.
These investments in sustainable hardwood forests have lots of benefits for investors as well as the
communities they are supporting in several ways:
1. Creating well paid, lasting jobs in poorer areas of the world
2. Generating wealth for families that allows them to improve their communities
3. Generating wealth for the investor
4. Offsetting the carbon footprint of the investor and his/her family
5. Saving the rainforests by creating sustainable hardwood plantations
6. Giving worldwide investors special tax breaks for owning woodlands
Branching out in to woodland investment
The strategy is simple – put your money in to timber investment management with a partner in Panama.
*

You pay for the trees and contribute towards maintenance costs

* Your partner looks after your investment by planting, thinning and harvesting your trees
* You and the partner split the profits
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* Investors Safety Guaranteed
Furthermore, your Money is Safe-Guarded by a totally client controlled protection by UK Trustees, and a
New York Bank Bonded Guarantee to back the WPI purchase contract, if needed.
But It is Only available until 31-12-2009. Pre-launch was sold out. Don’t be foolish, diversify your
Portfolio into a very lucrative Tiber Investment. One of the most Profitable Industries for a couple of years.
Going green is a growth industry
With the current poor performance of other medium to long-term investments, like stocks and shares, the
benefits of going green with timber investment management could be a growth industry.

For up-to-date news, developments and investors’ tips, you can subscribe for free @
http://lucrativegreeninvestments.blogspot.com

Profitable investing
Yours truly
Pierre Pienaar
Connect with Pierre Pienaar on Linkedin, Facebook and Twitter:
http://www.linkedin.com/in/xcelwealth
http://twitter.com/xcelwealth
Facebook: http://adcurl.com/aa55
You can download full info on this great investment opportunity here "Discover How This Princess Could
Guarantee You 16.8% Net pa" Get all Investment Details and Investment Structure. The Princess Project
presents a unique opportunity to invest in the highly lucrative timber industry
@ http://adcurl.com/ag41
###
As an International Trader, Marketer, Business/Financial Consultant & International
Buyer/Client/Investor/Product Sourcing Consultant, Financial Management Strategist, for more than 10
years, I assist people worldwide to create not only Income, but also Wealth through responsible Forex,
Option, CFD’s, ETF’s, Futures, Worldwide Socially Responsible Investments, Green and Renewable
Investment Opportunities, and Gold Bullion Trading. It is a combination of Financial Ventures that create
Income Opportunities as well as Tools and Tips to build Business & Wealth on Websites, Blogs and Social
Networking.
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Scan this QR Code with your SmartPhone to* Read this news online
* Contact author
* Bookmark or share online
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